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Images: Funda, 2022

Bep & Jan 
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A heritage value? 
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Climate crisis

Built environment respon-
sible for 40% of co2 emis-

sion

Seventies housing 
typically not properly 

insulated
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Housing crisis

65 m2 per person

8 million existing houses

1 million new houses 
required?
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Inspiration
Patiowoningen
Eibergen

Bloemendaal-Oost
Gouda

Sterrenburg III
Dordrecht
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“ How can strategies for adaptability and appropriation as used in the experimental hou-
sing from the nineteenseventies be reused in sustainable renovation and densification of 
neighborhoods from this period? ”
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Framework 
- Steward brand: Shearing Layers

- Bernard Leupen: Frame and generic space

-  Habraken: Support and infill

Images: Brand, 1994. Leupen, 2006. Habraken, 1985.
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Process
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Image 1: Title (Source,date,page)
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Scenariobased design 

acteristic Diagram) which can be used for the collection of
the required data on pre-design or start-up phase of the ret-
rofitting projects; and the Internal part (that is the main
part of the developed framework) works as Value Map
(see next section for the application). The main 4 inherent
principles of the such framework can be described as:

- External part (Characteristic Diagram for Building

Renovation)

(1) The renovation key-factors on external part of the
framework must be considered initially before
making any decision on retrofitting case

- Internal part (Value Map)

(2) The Value Map (internal part) is separated into
three equal parts and each one belongs to the three
newly driven sustainability categories;

(3) The value score is outwards and therefore the best
renovation alternative corresponds to largest star;

(4) The divisions are utilized instead of compass
points in order to illustrate values by assigning a
visually correct geometrical weighting.

The purpose of developing this framework has been to
represents a new simplified sustainability decision-making
framework for building renovation to support project
development and communicate outcomes with stakehold-

ers. An adjacent counterpoising of the different criteria in
the Value Map that some methods try to carry out, should
not be performed. It predominantly seems essential that the
three pillars of Functionality, Feasibility and Accountability

have to be given even portion visually. Doing so represents
the relative effect of various possibilities to the users. For
each renovation project, the priorities are quite vary from
case to case and therefore the counterpoising of the criteria
is interdependent consistently. A renovation strategy can
clearly be considered far better than another, even without
calculation of a value precisely. Precise scores matters less
than the process to make the final decisions.

4.2. The application

The decision-making support framework developed dur-
ing the research activity is not just to evaluate if one solu-
tion (among possible retrofitting options) is preferable than
the other, but it also can be utilized in early design stages to
characterize essential areas and initiatives to achieve a
holistic building renovation. The collected data relating
to the key-factors (application of the external part of the
framework), provides a basic and general knowledge about
the renovation project, and further in a bigger picture, indi-
cates if there is potential for the building to be renovated.
The internal part of the developed decision-making frame-
work, functions as a Value Map (see Fig. 9) which visual-

Fig. 8. Holistic sustainability decision-making support framework for building renovation.

344 A. Kamari et al. / International Journal of Sustainable Built Environment 6 (2017) 330–350

Scenario based design and the Kamari model:

- A holistic model for the evaluation of renovation 
models

- Used as a value assesment method and to identify 
the potential of different intervention

- Scenario based sketchdesigns

Images: Kamari, Corrao, & Kirkegaard, 2017
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Bijlmerplein

SKETCH
MODEL

source image: Lacaton & Vassal 

Building
In this scenario the idea of strengthening the identity  of individual appartments without losing (to much) 
aesthetics was the main driver. This can be executed on the building scale by building a large structure 
on the deckside of the complex. Within this structure each resident has the possibility to enlarge their 
appartment or for example create a balcony. This solution will also lead to a large increase of stakeholder 
(resident) engagement and participation, and if the right requirements are set for the extensions it could 
also help to make the appartments more energy efficient. 
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     Aesthetic

Innovative ombination of residents 
participation and large scale develop-
ment 

Complex ownership situation

Stronger individual expression of houses

Structure becomes a meeting place

Enables residents to take the lead in the 
shaping of their housing

People Planet

Prosperity

Different but the same
Identity x Aesthetic x Engagement

Large wooden struc-
ture (“support”) with 
flexible infill

Interior and exterion 
melt together

Strengthen boundary between 
public and collective space

Existing bal-
cony filled in

Front facade preserved

Social housing Bordeaux - Lacaton & Vassal

Values
Relation to values of owners, users, students, architects & advisors, government & municipality:
- characteristic front facade with highly valued materialisation: preserved
- social problems and insecurity on deckside: improved

Images: Lips, Waaldijk, Riepema, Voermans, & Jansen, 2021
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Identify
Different strategies

Investigate
How they are applied

Design
An integrated plan

Evaluate
How they are applied

Define
A brief

Output
Strategies for adaptability in 
seventies experimental hou-

sing

Output
Testcase: redesign for Goede-
werf based on found strategies

Output
Reflection on possibilities for 
reuse of the found strategies 
for redesign of seventies hou-

sing

Research Design
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Add
(Extendibility)

Combine
(Connectability)

Fill in
(Alteribility)

Select
(adapt during design)

CascoBuilt in furniture

Vide
Open plan

side-aisle and 
mezzanine

Service coreSpace for extra 
bathroom

Closed universal skin

Two naves

Patiogarden

Two naves

Front garden

Site

Structure

Skin

Services

Space plan

Stuff

- Casco

- Connectable spaces

- Clear zoning

- Open plan

- Service core

- No set location

- Universal expression

- Regular structure

- Individual garden as a 
way to express identity
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Tr
ad
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Special shapes

Patiohouses

St
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III
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t

Aanpasbaar wonen

Haesselderveld

Kuipershof Patiowoningen

Groups 
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Molenvliet Papendrecht 
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Traditional+
Characteristics

- The “SAR method” is applied, based on the ideas 
of Habraken

- Structure and service create a “support”

- Participation in design of the site (urban plan) 
and by selecting types

- Balancing: adaptable and framing elements in the 
same layer

- Projects focus on different approaches

- Projects focus on different layers

Space plan

Open spaceplan without set 
places for services or furniture

Skin

A balance between a brick 
frame and an adaptable infill

Structure

The loadbearing wall serves as 
the main support
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Kuipershof Apeldoorn 
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Characteristics

- Investigation of the potential of the application 
of (one) new element such as a certain material or 
shape

- Focus on extendibility and participation

- Different parcellations are applied to test the po-
tential of the approach and give the opportunity to 
pick a type

- Different environments in urban plan

- Focus on skin and structure, results in unlogical 
floorplans

Special shapes
Space plan

Characteristic shape gives 
many options for extensions

Skin

Easy adaptable materials in a 
complex shape

Site 

Urban frame around gardens

Images: Funda, 2022
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Image: Scenario 2 (by author, 2021)
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Haesselderveld Geleen  
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Patiohouses
Characteristics

- Introvert character, adaptability mostly expres-
sed on the inside

- Structure and skin create a universal, closed, out-
side

- Extendible or/and alterable around patio

- Service core in main volume

- Design focussed on the floorplan of the individu-
al house

Space plan

Space plan divided in different 
zones with flexible infill

Services

Service core

Site

Patiogarden in which the 
house can be extended 

Images: Funda, 2022
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Management:

Local CNC workspace/shop

Concept
Wikihouse is an open source concept for the con-
struction of simple DIY houses. The construction 
of the houses consists of CNC milled multiplex 
panels that can be build up without the involve-
ment of professionals. Only dry joints are use 
for this construction. The structure is filled with 
(natural) insulation material and finished on the 
in and outside with vapour-tight materials. 

Ingredients:
- DIY
- Temporary constructions
- Local manufacturing (digital design)
- Open space plan

Wikihouse

Potential application in modules:
New houses   Skin insulation  Extension   Service 
core

Image 39: Collage wikihouse (WikihouseNL, 2022)

Images: WikihouseNL,  2022
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Series of interventions 
1. DIY houses 3. Facade catalogue2. Connectable 

apartments

5. Strengthen identity 
public space

4. Flexible use storages
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Modules on layers 
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Test: fictional residents 
Alisha + 3 children

Sam & Esra

Bep and Jan

Wouter, Anne, Sophie & Stijn 

John & Tamara

Lucas

Ed

Susan
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Plan



Bep & Jan 
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Bep and Jan 
love to eat around the 
dining table with their 

children when they come 
over

The 
garden is not 

used as often as it was 
before.

The 
cabinet was 

inherited from Bep’s 
aunt, and is something she 

is quite proud of

A 
few years ago 

this new kitchen was 
installed

The 
original toilet 

is still in use, but a bit 
outdated

The 
hallway is too 

narrow too place a 
walker 

Us-
ing the many 

stairs in the house 
is becoming a prob-

lem for Jan 

The 
living room is 

the most used space 
in the house.

Ground floor
Current situatione

We like to play 
boardgames. They 

are stored in the televi-
sion cabinet
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We 
used too sleep in 

the large bedroom on the 
back, but we find the cold com-
ing from the single glazed roof 

windows uncomfortable 
now

We 
are now using this 

bedroom in which our 
youngest daughter used to 

sleep

Glass 
in these win-

dows was replaced 
ten years ago

Sin-
gle glazed roof 

window

As 
you can see the 

stairs is to narrow to 
place a stair-lift in the 

future

The 
bathroom is 

spacious but out-
dated

A 
place to sit 

when using the 
shower would be 

nice

Ground floor
Current situatione
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This 
room has al-

ways been a storage 
space but we don’t 

often go there

The 
roof is not so 

well insulated

This 
is the former 

bedroom of oldest, it 
is furnished as a work-

ing space now

The 
CV and ventila-

tion units are hanging 
here. They are almost 15 

years old

This 
floor is not 
often used

This 
is where our 

old photos and 
videos are saved

Ground floor
Current situatione
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Extensions 
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With 
the new floors 

and floor heating we 
can sit comfortable 

without a rug

We 
can still use the 

large dining table with fam-
ily and friends!

The 
new bathroom on 

the ground floor is much 
easier to access

Ex-
tra seating 
in the win-

dow sill

The 
patio is smaller 

than the old backyard 
but a really nice place to 

sit

It 
is great having 

a bedroom on the 
ground floor, and also 

the view is nice 

From 
the new front 

door we walk directly 
into the renewed singel 

garden 

On 
the front 

side of the house 
new windows were 
placed with better 

insulation

Sound 
insulation 

is placed in the 
walls that separate 

the portiek from the 
house of Bep and 

Jan

Wel-
come Su-

san, this is your 
front door now

A 
small stor-

age space  on 
the location of the 

toilet

Ground floor
New situation
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 I 
am really 

happy with my 
new kitchen

Ground floor
New situation

The 
new toilet is 

located at the same 
place as the former 

bathroom

The 
new dormers 

have a small balcony 
with a view towards the 

waterside

The 
old stairs are 

now part of Susan’s 
apartment

Enough 
space and light 

for a kitchen and liv-
ing room on this floor 

as well 

There 
is much more 

storage space than 
in my old studio

I 
would like 

to  hang a planter 
here in the summer
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Ground floor
New situation

A 
spacious bath-

room can be realized 
in the former storage 

space

New 
windows with 

insulated glazing

The 
bedroom is 

actually quite big

This 
is the new 

ventilation unit and 
the installations for the 

solar panels

This 
cabinet comes 

from my old house
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 Ground floor
Future situation

This 
is our new 

office space, where 
we can also invite 

visitors 

The 
module in 

the backyard is 
converted in to a mu-

sic studio

We 
have a sep-

arate living room 
on the ground floor 

A 
new stairs 

was placed here to 
create a more direct 

connection We  
still 

use this 
door as the 
front door 

It is 
nice to have 

a hallway at the 
back as well

The 
hallway is 

spacious enough 
to welcome guests

The 
siting space 

in the sill is ex-
tended

The 
toilet is now 

situated at the back 
door

This 
is a great 

place to relax as 
well
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 Ground floor
Future situation

We 
have enlarged 

the kitchen a bit to 
get some more work-

space

There 
is enough space 
to eat with large 

groups of friends and 
family now

The 
stairs is direct-

ly connected to the 
living room

This 
island is my fa-

vorite place too cook
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Ed, Sam & Esra 
1050

1050

2400

710

830

2700

1050

1050

2400

710

830

2700

30
00

38
00

1050

1050

2190

2400

830

2700

Ground floor - Ed First floor - Sam & Esra Second floor - Sam & Esra
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Now 

49
4

52
6

49
4

52
6

49
4

52
6
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Extension 

49
4

52
6

49
4

52
6

15
0

30

1604

15
0

30

1604
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Details 
-

100 mm brickwork

10 mm stuc layer

40 mm glass wool insulation

50 mm cavity

100 mm brickwork

100 mm brickwork

10 mm stuc layer

40 mm glass wool insulation

50 mm cavity

100 mm brickwork

150 mm insulation element (multiplex and hamp)

30 mm horizontal and vertical slats

18 mm platowood
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-

100 mm brickwork

10 mm stuc layer

40 mm glass wool insulation

50 mm cavity

100 mm brickwork

100 mm brickwork

10 mm stuc layer

40 mm glass wool insulation

50 mm cavity

100 mm brickwork

150 mm insulation element (multiplex and hamp)

30 mm horizontal and vertical slats

18 mm platowood
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Details
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- Unadapted houses: 270 KWh/M2.Yr = label E

- Double Glassing (currently applied in most hou-
ses) 240 kWh/M2.Yr = label C

- To reach BENG this has to be lowered to <55 kWh/
M2.Jr

Energy
 

Images: Calculations based on Gommans, 2020
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Energy 

Images: Calculations based on Gommans, 2020
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Energy
- Insulation roof and floor, outdoor insulation back 
facade and cavity insulation front facade: 49 kWh/
M2.Yr = A+++/BENG

Images: Calculations based on Gommans, 2020
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Energy 

51/70Images: Calculations based on Gommans, 2020

- Splitting: higher (fictional) heat loss due to high-
er ventilation norm: 64 kWh/M2.Yr = A++

- This could be “solved” by using a ventilation heat-
pump or preheating the ventilation air in a green-
house
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New houses
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Construction process 
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Construction process 
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Construction process 
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Construction process 
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Different windowframes

New infill wall Different facade material

Start situation
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John & Tamara 

30
00

38
00

1050

1050

2190

2400

830

2700

30
00

38
00

1050

1050

2190

2400

830

2700

House - long term Workspace - short term
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Lucas

30
00

38
00

1050

1050

2190

2400

830

2700

30
00
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2400

830
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Now Future
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Alisha & children 
1050

1050

2400

710

830

2700

1050

1050

2400

710

830

2700

Appartment/single family house mix
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Facades   
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Public space 
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Street - square 
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Singel 
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Park 
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Goedewerf Almere

Improved insulation, heating and new 
windows and bathrooms

Better insulation (depending on owners)

Reusable new materials, some cheap 
materials replaced

Greener public space

Co2 emmision reduced

Centralised heating system, better 
insulation gives more control

High start investment required

Upgrade, but still relatively much 
maintance required

Mostly unchanged, might even become 
more complex yet more functional

More diversity

Flexible/adaptable systems tested in ‘70s 
housing

More individual choices and participation 
enhances engament

Using the existing structure

Diversity, eyes on the street, collectivity

No cars on squares

Individual identity visible

Diversity an ecology enhanced

Fits within existing
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Lesson 1:

Position the neighbourhood and find its current 
qualities

Lessons learned

Lesson 2:

Learn from contemporary precedents

Lesson 3: 

Residents participation

Lesson 4: 

Think about lifecycles and quality of materials
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